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â€œOne of the best writers today.â€• (Johnny Olsen) / â€œA master storyteller.â€• (Betty Richard)***
FROM USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR J. ROBERT KENNEDY ***WHEN IS THE PRICE TO
PROTECT A NATIONâ€™S LEGACY TOO HIGH?Archaeology Professors James Acton and Laura
Palmer are on safari in South Africa, enjoying a vacation away from the bullets and bombs that too
often threaten their lives, when a chance encounter leads to a clue that could unlock the greatest
mystery remaining of the Boer War over a century ago.The location to over half a billion dollars in
gold.Itâ€™s a treasure that has claimed dozens of lives, and is about to claim even more.Four-time
USA Today Bestselling author J. Robert Kennedy delivers another torn from the headlines thriller
with Wages of Sin. Filled with intrigue, suspense, humor and a touch of romance, prepare to lose
sleep with this action-packed adventure the likes of which only Kennedy can deliver. With over
500,000 books in circulation and over 3000 Five-Star reviews, itâ€™s time to join those who have
compared him to Patterson, Clancy, Brown, Cussler and Rollins.About the James Acton Thrillers:"If
you want fast and furious, if you can cope with a high body count, most of all if you like to be hugely
entertained, then you can't do much better than J. Robert Kennedy."Though this book is part of the
James Acton Thrillers series, it is written as a standalone novel and can be enjoyed without having
read any of the previous installments."James Acton: A little bit of Jack Bauer and Indiana
Jones!"The James Acton Thrillers series and its spin-offs, the Special Agent Dylan Kane Thrillers
and the Delta Force Unleashed Thrillers, have over 3000 Five-Star reviews and over half a million
copies in circulation. If you love non-stop action and intrigue with a healthy dose of humor, try
James Acton today!Available James Acton Thrillers:The Protocol, Brass Monkey, Broken Dove, The
Templar's Relic, Flags of Sin, The Arab Fall, The Circle of Eight, The Venice Code, Pompeii's
Ghosts, Burning, The Riddle, Blood Relics, Sins of the Titanic, Saint Peter's Soldiers, The
Thirteenth Legion, Raging Sun, Wages of Sin
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Wow! Robert Kennedy has done it again, with this great addition to the James Acton thrillers. I
received an advance copy of the book in exchange for an honest review, but I then purchased a
copy, partly to support one of my favorite authors and partly so I can re-read the story at a later
date. And, as is usually the case with Mr. Kennedy's books, I read it all the way through, not even
able to put it down to sleep.The book takes place in Africa, where James and Laura get caught up in
the search for Kruger Gold, thought to have been hidden during the Boer War. I was not familiar
with this, so it was an extra bonus to learn about this fascinating bit of history. Also brought to light is
the heartbreak of the poaching of elephants for ivory, which is going on even now, seriously
endangering these magnificent animals and leading to their extinction. There is no break in the
action, as the book races from one scary moment to another. Along the way, James and Laura get
help from their friends, including the Delta Force, Hugh Reading from Interpol, and the CIA - all of
the favorites we, who are fans of this series, have come to know and love.While it is not necessary
to have read the whole series to enjoy this book, doing so will greatly enhance your enjoyment. But
pick up this great story, no matter if it's your first from this excellent author, because I expect you will
then go back and read the whole series. My only warning - try not to start it at bedtime, but if that
isn't possible - oh well, you can always sleep at a later time.Thank you, Mr. Kennedy, for another
terrific read!

From the first page I was pulled into the story and did not want it to end.I enjoyed it so much that I
checked to see if I had missed any of Kennedy's books, (I had, but only one and I am going to start
it as soon as I post this).His writing style just grabs you and pulls you into the characterâ€™s
lives.Cannot wait for more, from any of his series of books.

Another great addition to the James Acton series. Kennedy brings another story of fiction based on
fact to the series. The story sent me scrambling to google to look up Kruger gold and other aspects
of the story. All the past characters we know and love make an appearance in this book.The 'Jag
Jab' is included of course but we Jag owners know better.

This a well written, fast paced, action filled combination of history and mystery as we catch up with
our favorite couple and friends. The poaching problem is highlighted as James and Laura get
caught up in it as they look for lost gold. They get help from Hugh, Dylan and Dawson and company
as they deal with a personal crisis. A great addition to the series.

I've loved all of Kennedy's books, and this one did not disappoint. As usual, it's a fast moving read
and difficult to put down ... which tells me that in addition to being a great writer he has a great
editor. Only one word in the whole book gave me pause ... the phrase "s***e his pants" ... I wasn't
sure if this was a British spelling, or a typo. Not to worry, though ... It didn't stop my reading for
long.It's a great read and great addition to my library of Kennedy's books.

Another great James Acton story, latest in the series. Different opening approach in that the base
story unfolds in the first few pages. It is then followed by the supporting info. As always, well written.

This book was another page turner from the Acton series. anyone who hasn't read this series I
recommend that you start here if you like and then go back to the beginning and read the whole
series.Also as you can see the Delta Force team joins into the story as well as Dylan Kane from the
CIA. I recommend you read the separate series of books about Delta Force and the series about
Dylan Kane. It will give you a more in depth understanding of all the characters as they are all
involved in the others series which I personally enjoy a lot.if you are like me who reads many
different action/adventure books by multiple different authors you will enjoy all the books and series
of J. Robert Kennedy. "I received a free copy of this ebook in exchange for an honest review." Yes I
am a fan and I have given many reviews and typically for books or products I didn't care for or the
ones I really enjoyed like this book. And before I forget one of the added surprises is that at the end
of the book it literally brought tears to my eyes from a happy situation.

ANOTHER GOOD BOOK. I have read all of his 17 books. after the first one. i went back and started

with #1. i am on the email list for new ones. this is equal to all the big name authors. it is a steel to
get them at this price. would and have recommend this author to my friends. you should also. let
#18 fly soon.
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